
  

  

 
  News Release  
 
 

 
 

TP Vision launches mid-range best-in-class wireless noise-cancelling 
Philips headphones  

 
Berlin 5th September 2019 – TP Vision announces a Philips over-ear noise cancelling 
headphone with high-end specifications at a mid-range price.    
 
Excellent audio performance, noise-cancelling, comfort, design and build quality will all be available with the 
launch of the new Philips PH805 headphone.  
 

• PH805 brings premium performance, build and features to the mid-segment of the over-ear 
wireless ANC headphones market 

• Advanced Digital ANC technology allows the PH805 to offer a huge -27db reduction to 
cancel over 95% background nois 

• Easy-to-use thanks to the choice of touch controls, physical buttons and basic voice control  
• Despite its clever folding, the PH805 is one of the lightest models in the over-ear wireless ANC 

sector, weighing in at just 235 grams 
• High-quality 40mm drivers deliver HRA accredited hi-resolution performance 

 
 
Noise Free Enjoyment  
PH805 headphone’s Advanced Digital ANC hybrid 
technology uses four ECM microphones - two feed-back 
microphones inside the earcup and two feed-forward outside the 
earcup – to bring noise cancelling performance that can cancel out 
up to 27dB or 95% of background noise.  
 
Street noise, background sounds, transportation noise or human 
voices are all dramatically reduced or cancelled. The earcups 
feature ergonomic ear cushions made of soft memory foam, which 
together also offer excellent passive noise cancellation.  
 
This combination of active and passive noise reduction leads to the elimination of unwanted ambient sound 
to leave the user with a totally uninterrupted, noise free listening experience.  
 
 
Full Control  
The earcups also feature both easy-to-use physical buttons and touch controls - swiping up or down on the 
right earcup controls the volume and basic voice assistant functions, while a single tap activates or 
deactivates ANC or lets you engage Awareness Mode to hear more of the world around you as your music 
continues to play.  
 
Using the physical buttons, you can select: play, pause, skip forwards or backwards or perform simple call 
features.  
 
 



 

Sound quality 
The audio sound the Philips PH805 reproduces is excellent thanks to large, high-quality 40mm neodymium 
drivers capable of hi-resolution levels of performance - with an HRA accredited wide bandwidth of 5Hz to 
40KHZ. This allows users to enjoy the music how the musician envisioned it. 
 
 
Light and cleverly foldable  
Despite the high levels of performance and features, the PH805 is 
one of the lightest models in the over-ear wireless ANC sector, 
weighing in at just 235 grams, while a unique, clever folding design 
allows the headphone to be either folded compact or flat, making 
the PH805 perfect for travelling and easy to store.  

 
And more … 
Bluetooth 5.0 wireless connectivity enables users to enjoy all of their music from phones, tablets or 
laptops, in high-quality and free from any wires. Battery life is an impressive 30 hours – more than enough 
for even the longest trip - while fast charging means a further two hours of playback can be available in just 
five minutes.  
 
The PH805 also have the option of a wired connection and are supplied with an extra audio cable to allow 
the headphones to be continued to be used without battery power - and ensure connection to airlines’ 
inflight entertainment systems. 
 
The end result is better music, with less noise, more comfort and with complete freedom of movement, all 
in an attractive, compact, closed back design. 

 

 

About TP Vision 
TP Vision is a consumer electronics key player in the world of audio-visual digital entertainment. TP Vision 
concentrates on developing, manufacturing and marketing Philips branded TV sets (Europe, Russia, Middle East, South 
America, India and selected countries in Asia-Pacific) and audio products (all around the Globe). We do this by 
combining the innovative Philips brand heritage with our design expertise, operational excellence, flexibility and speed 
of TPV Technology. With these combined strengths, we bring high-quality TV sets to the market: smart and easy to 
use with sophisticated styling. We believe in creating products that offer a superior audio and visual experience for 
consumers. With Philips TVs, TP Vision is a global leader in the hospitality market. TP Vision is the exclusive brand 
licensee of Philips TVs for the above listed countries and, on the global stage for the Philips audio products.TP Vision 
employs close to 2,000 people in several locations around the globe and is 100% owned by TPV, one of the world’s 
leading monitor and LCD TV manufacturers, selling and marketing Philips branded TVs in China. TPV has been able to 
drive its growth over the years by leveraging its economies of scale and core competencies in R&D, manufacturing, 
logistic efficiency and quality.   
 
Follow us on Twitter: @TPVision 
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The content in the news releases is accurate at the time of publication but may be subject to change without notice. 
All trademarks mentioned in this news release are the property of their respective owners. 

For additional materials, photos, videos, footage please see links below: 

High res images: http://www.tpvision.com/image-library/ 
 
For more information on the PH805 please visit: 
www.philips.com/headphones 
 


